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The subject of this book is a mathematical model for the propagation of 
sound around obstacles. The basic problem is to describe the behavior of 
sound waves which impinge on an infinitely hard object occupying a com
pact region r<=R3 (the analysis is carried out for r<=Rn). Roughly, one has 
an incoming wave u~ which is unaffected by the obstacle. The sound then 
reaches F where it is reflected, diffracted, and is generally subject to 
complicated physical processes. Eventually the intensity of sound near T dies 
out indicating that the sound wave has traveled away from T (the model is 
conservative so the only way for sound to disappear in one place is for it to 
appear somewhere else). Thus for large time one expects to find a wave u+ 
which is unaffected by the obstacle. 

The mathematical model is the following. The sound wave is described by 
a function w : R x ( R 3 \ r ) ^ R where du(t, x)/dt represents the difference 
between the pressure at place x and time t and the equilibrium pressure. 
With an appropriate choice of units the equation of motion for u is the wave 
(or d'Alembert) equation, 

(1) Uu-Au = 0 

where A=£r=i (d/dxi)2. The Neumann boundary condition 

(2) n • grad* u = 0 o n R x a r 

(n=normal to dT) describes the interaction of sound with an infinitely hard 
obstacle. Waves in the absence of obstacles satisfy d'Alembert's equation on 
the entire space RxR". 

The intuition described above suggests that if u is a solution of (1), (2), 
then on any bounded set /3c=Rn, u(t)\p->0 as r—»°° and that there is a 
solution, w+, of the wave equation on RxR n with w~w+ for t large. Similar 
assertions hold for r—> — oo with an associated free wave u~. From a practical 
perspective one often knows the initial free wave u- which then interacts 
with T then tends to u+ as *—»<». The map u~->u+ is called the scattering 
operator. 


